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Abstract 
 

This bachelor thesis consists of two parts. The first part consists of a review of the theoretical 

background. It starts off with a shorter review on theories of the history of the early Solar 

System, from protostellar evolution to grain agglomeration. This is then followed by a brief 

summary of different kinds of meteorites, what their origins might be and the radiometric 

dating techniques used to determine their ages. 

The second part of the thesis consists of an investigation of the possible forming times of the 

early planetesimals by computer simulation. These planetesimals can later become the parent 

bodies for iron-rich meteorites. Factors studied are ambient temperature and the abundance of 

the short-lived radioactive isotope 26Al in the forming nebula. 

The study found that the parent bodies of iron meteorites had to accrete within the first few 

million years after the earliest solids in the Solar System, the CAI. It also found that changes 

in the studied boundary conditions did extend this period, but not further than around 2.8Myrs 

compared to the standard 2.1Myrs.  

This data compares well to other, similar, studies. 

Sammanfattning 
 

Denna kandidatuppsats består av två delar. Först sammanfattas teorier om hur solsystemet tros 

ha formats, från hur solens närområde kan ha sett ut till hur de första himlakroppsembryona 

kan ha börjat formas. Detta följs av en kortare sammanfattning av olika typer av meteoriter 

och var de kan ha kommit från. Dessutom sammanfattas några tekniker som används för att 

bestämma åldern på dessa meteoriter. 

Huvuddelen av uppsatsen består av en undersökning av hur och när de kroppar järnrika 

meteoriter kommer från kan ha bildats med hjälp av en datorsimulering, och hur olika 

parametrar såsom temperatur och mängd radioaktiva isotoper kan ha påverkat denna tid. 

Undersökningen kom fram till att himlakropparna måste ha bildats snart, inom ca 2 Mår, efter 

de tidigaste kända delarna av vårt solsystem, CAI. Förändringar i de undersökta parametrarna 

kunde ändra denna tid något, men inte till senare än ca 2.8 Mår efter CAI.  

Detta stämmer väl med andra, liknande, studier.  
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1 Introduction 
 

The Solar System was probably born in a cluster of stars, and sometime before the system 

condensed it was infused with radionuclei, probably due to a nearby supernova. This infusion 

can be observed in the abundance of the rest products of extinct radioisotopes, such as 26Al 

and 60Fe.  

 

The decay of these short-lived radioactive isotopes contributed energy to the early 

planetesimals, which in some made the core temperature high enough that differentiation of 

metals and silicates could occur. These bodies then became parent bodies to various iron 

meteorites. 

 

By using the heat conduction equation with suitable simplifications and meteoritic data from 

found iron rich meteorites, calculations of the theoretical accretion and differentiation times of 

their parent bodies should be possible. 

 

This information could be used to get more information on the time constraints of the 

formation of the solar nebulae and system, such as relative timing of events, possible 

abundances of elements, ambient temperature, formation zones and such. The model could 

also be used to set forming conditions for specific meteorites and their parent bodies. 

 

With this background, the questions for this thesis will be: 

 

1) How late can a planetesimal of a given size form and still differentiate? 

2) At any given time, how small can bodies be and still differentiate? 

3) How will different ratios of 26Al/27Al affect the answers to the previous questions? 

4) How will ambient temperature affect the outcome? 
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2 Background 
 

This section contains short reviews of four areas that are of interest for the thesis; how a star 

is formed (including a section on the believed history of the early Solar System), planetary 

growth, distinctions of various kinds of meteorites found, and different radiometric dating 

techniques. 

2.1 Solar System history 
 

The early history of our Solar System is important to understand for several reasons. Is our 

system anomalous in nature, dependent on improbable events and constrictions for formation, 

or is there nothing special about its origins? Knowledge about this can help us both 

understand our own star system and its formation better as well as theorize about how other 

systems might evolve. 

 

In this section I will recount for the present theory on the Solar System origin and 

environment. The formation of the bodies relevant to this study occurs shortly after this 

period, and thus environmental conditions derived from formation of the system affects these 

forming bodies directly. 

2.1.1 General protostellar evolution 
 

Young stars and their systems form from collapsing dust clouds, and so also our own system. 

In these molecular clouds, a sort of hydrostatic equilibrium is sustained, resulting in the virial 

theorem (2U + Ω = 0 where U is the kinetic energy and Ω the gravitational potential). This 

theorem is an expression for the equilibrium between gravitational forces and forces due to 

pressure on the gas in a neutral, isolated cloud of ideal gas. The mass required to sustain this 

equilibrium is called the Jeans mass and can be expressed as: 

 

𝑀𝐽 = (
4𝜋

3
)𝜌𝑅𝐽

3 = (
𝜋

6
)
𝑐𝑠
3

√𝐺3𝜌
 

 

Where MJ is the Jeans mass, RJ is the radius of the sphere needed to contain this mass, 𝜌 the 

gas density of the region, G the Newtonian constant of gravity and cs the speed of sound.  

 

To simplify, one can say that if this mass is exceeded, the cloud contracts, and the formation 

of a star may commence. In reality both external factors, such as nearby supernovae, and 

internal sources like feedback mechanisms and magnetic fields, through ambipolar diffusion, 

and others may play a significant part as well (Montmerle et al 2006, 40-41). 

 

Such stellar formation is believed to take place in five steps.  

 

1. When the Jeans mass is exceeded in a (part of the) molecular cloud for some reason, 

be it local turbulence in the cloud or shocks from nearby forming stars, the cloud starts 
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to contract. This process lasts between 10 000 and 1 000 000 years. (Montmerle et al 

2006, 40-42, 46; Reipurth 2005, 55). 

2. The cloud rapidly collapses into a class 0 protostar. In this phase the protostar is like a 

core within a thick envelope of gas and bipolar outflows from the center. The envelope 

blocks almost all of the internal emissions and only the exterior can be observed. The 

protostar accretes more matter by gravitational pull. This phase only lasts for about 10 

000 years (Montmerle et al 2006, 47; Reipurth 2005, 56). 

3. The envelope is gradually consumed by the star via a rotating accretion disk that 

typically has a radius of 500-1000AU. This disk has probably existed for a while, but 

was previously obscured by the envelope. The bipolar outflows continue and are by 

some thought to be the feedback mechanism mentioned above. As the gaseous 

envelope is diminished, more emissions from the star can be detected and the protostar 

becomes what is called a class 1 protostar. This stage lasts around 100 000 years 

(Montmerle et al 2006, 48; Reipurth 2005, 56). 

4. After the envelope is wholly consumed, the young star is no longer obscured by it and 

might be seen in the optical spectrum. It still has bipolar outflows and show signs of 

accretion. This is what´s called a classical T Tauri Star (or class II). This stage lasts for 

5-10Myr (Montmerle et al 2006, 49; Reipurth 2005, 56). 

5. When the disk gradually disappears through various processes such as 

photoevaporation of gas, stripping by nearby stars, accretion and by dust settling into 

larger objects, the star once again changes name and becomes a weak line T Tauri star 

(class III). This stage lasts until hydrogen fusion is started in the core, typically around 

10Myrs. (Reipurth 2005, 56) 

 

As the matter collapse continues towards the central star, rotation becomes an obstacle due to 

the conservation of angular momentum in the system. This can lead to binary stars, expansion 

of the outer disk, ejection of matter via bipolar jets or similar occurances. (Reipurth 2005, 58-

59) 

 

Studies suggest the usual outcome is a binary star, which within a few tens of millions of 

years break up due to various reasons. (Reipurth 2005, 60, 63) 

 

Most star formations take place in what is called clusters, several thousand stars forming in 

the vicinity of each other, both in time and space. (Montmerle et al, 2006, 40; Reipurth 2005, 

54) 

2.1.2 Solar System history 
 

Our Sun is believed to have a somewhat rougher birth history than normal due to several 

nearby massive stars. Such O- and B-stars emit radiation that disturbs the disks and envelopes 

of nearby young stars, such as our own, and affect their chemical properties and sizes. Our 

Solar Systems truncated edge and the orbit of Sedna are indicators of such an encounter and 

will be briefly explained below.  
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2.1.2.1 Environment of the forming Solar System 
 

Most stars form in groups called clusters. These evaporate quickly, within around 10Myr 

compared to the age of the Solar System at 4.5Gyr, and leave the stars by themselves (Adams 

2010, 48). This means that the Solar System has long since left its originating cluster. Our 

Sun is also believed to have originated in a less rich cluster or in the outskirts of a richer 

system (Montmerle et al 2006, 44). 

 

Furthermore, the Solar System has sharp truncated edges at around 30 AU (Neptune’s orbit 

and the outer edge of the planetary zone, the believed edge of the early solar nebula) and 50 

AU (the outer edge of the Kuiper Belt). These sharp edges can be explained by outside 

interference from nearby stars (Adams 2010, 59). According to Adams (2010, 57), close 

encounters with neighboring stars in a cluster is likely if the impact parameter, e.g. the 

distance of the encounter, (b) is several hundred AU (300-1000).  

 

If the hypothesized encounter had an impact parameter of around 400-800 AU, it could also 

account for the eccentric orbit of the dwarf planet Sedna (Adams 2010, 61; Reipurth 2005, 

73). 

 

Adams (2010, 58) also states that a close encounter could account for the truncation of our 

planetary system at 30AU if the impact parameter is greater than 90AU and the encounter 

occurs during the formation of the giant planets. If the impact parameter is smaller than that, 

large perturbations in the planetary orbits are to be expected contrary to the orderly system 

with very small inclinations and eccentricities we see today.  Closer, or larger and later, 

encounters are both unlikely (ibid, 60). 

 

At the very limit of the Solar System (at around 60 000 AU), the Oort’s Cloud with its many 

comets is another sign that the Sun might have dwelled in a sparser region of the birth cluster 

or maybe even left the cluster by the formation of the cloud. If the Sun would have 

experienced close encounters with other stars within a few Myrs of the start of the formation 

of the Oort’s Cloud, the comets would simply have been stripped away by the passing star 

(Adams 2010, 52, 62). 

 

Photoevaporation can also tell us something about what the cluster looked like in the vicinity 

of the forming Sun. If there had been many stars (and with them a more extreme radiation 

field) forming close by, planetary formation probably wouldn’t have started due to the intense 

UV radiation (Adams 2010, 62). On the other hand, a more moderate such a field was 

probably present in the forming Solar System. The photoevaporation effect could help explain 

both the truncation in the planetary system and the fact that both Uranus and Neptune are ice 

giants and not gas giants. With the latter, the effect would have evaporated part of the gas that 

would otherwise have made the planets gas giants (ibid, 67). To account for both of these 

facts, a compromise, where the Solar System was formed in the outer regions of a larger 

cluster is possible (ibid, 65). 
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Other signs, such as the Suns non-zero obliquity (the angle between the rotational and orbital 

axis) at around 7° could also be a sign of something disturbing the young Sun before or 

during the formation of the system (Reipurth 2005, 71). 

 

Our Sun is also believed not to have had a companion star, even though some signs could 

indicate the presence of one. For now, there is no evidence to support this theory, but not to 

disprove it either (Reipurth, 2005, 74). 

 

Put together, this data paints a picture of a cluster with about 2000 ± 1000 members to satisfy 

the various parameters (Adams & Laughlin 2001, 151). 

2.1.2.2 Radioisotope infusion 
 

The early Solar System is believed to have been influenced by a nearby supernova of a star 

with a mass of around 25 solar masses. This event would explain the traces of several short 

lived radioisotopes found in meteorites, such as 26Al, 36Cl and mainly 60Fe (Adams 2010, 69; 

Montmerle et al 2006, 68-69). 

 

A star with this mass goes supernova within about 7.5Myrs (Woosley, Heger & Weaver 2002, 

cited in Adams 2010, 71), and this time falls within the life expectancy of a star forming 

cluster (around 10Myrs). But since stars in a cluster seem to form around the same time, with 

only a spread of around 1-2Myr, the timing of the infusion of radioisotopes into a young early 

Solar System by this supernova is slightly off. The supernova star would have to form earlier 

than the rest of the cluster or, inversely, the Sun forms later. This can instead be explained if 

the Sun forms late and migrates within the cluster from the outer part, where it can avoid the 

stronger radiation and thus stripping of the disk, to the inner part just in time for the 

supernova enrichment (Adams 2010, 72). 

 

Such a supernova would infuse the early Solar System with several short lived radioactive 

isotopes and also account for some of the high metallicity observed in the present Sun (Adams 

2010, 51). 

 

To get a satisfying infusion of radioisotopes, the supernova must occur close to the system 

(within 0.2 – 0.3 pc), but at the same time, it can´t occur too close. If the supernova would 

originate within 0,1pc of the early Sun, it would strip the solar nebula of gas required for the 

planet formation (Adams 2010, 71). 

 

To alleviate these range constrictions, parts of the short lived radioisotopes could have 

originated within the system. Some elements, such as 26Al and 10Be can be created by high 

energy particles originating from solar flares. 60Fe on the other hand has a hard time forming 

this way and seems to need an infusion by a nearby supernova. In the same way, 10Be requires 

internal infusion and thus both seem to have played a part in the formation of our Solar 

System (Adams 2010, 74; Montmerle et al 2006, 68).  

 

Another theory states that not one, but several supernovas are responsible of the enrichment 

(Gounelle et al 2009, cited in Adams 2010, 74). This could account for the apparent 
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homogenization of the radioactive matter in the early Solar System (Montmerle et al 2006, 

72), but require a much larger cluster. 

 

One advantage of the short-lived radioisotopes infused by a supernova (such as 26Al) is that 

the radioisotopes themselves provide suitable heat sources for the differentiation of forming 

planetesimal bodies as will be described later.  

2.2 Grain agglomeration and planetesimal growth 
 

During the early stages of the Solar System evolution, while the disk exists, tiny grains of dust 

start to coagulate together to form bigger bodies. This is a fairly rapid and common process, 

on the order of 5-10 Myrs, and a believed cause to the quick disappearance of circumstellar 

disks around forming stars (Montmerle et al 2006, 55-56). This is also evidenced by 

observations of disks around fairly young stars (ibid, 58). 

 

Smaller dust grains stay mixed with the gas, and grow by colliding with other grains. 

(Montmerle et al 2006, 74). As they grow to millimeter sizes, they instead settle to the mid-

plane of the Solar System (ibid, 56). Here they become unobservable until much later, when 

they can be observed indirectly. This means that we only have theories for explaining the 

evolution between cm-sized and km-sized objects below (ibid, 74). 

  

As they grow to meter sized objects, collision speeds become a hindrance to further growth 

since the energy of two fast moving similar mass bodies tend to be disruptive. The problem 

might lie in the simulations, where the bodies are considered rocky not dust piles which might 

affect the collisions sufficiently (Montmerle et al 2006, 75-76). 

 

If the bodies can somehow avoid other similar sized objects at high speeds, the next obstacle 

then comes in the form of gas drag which would slow it down until it eventually falls into the 

Sun. Since the gas is sustained by pressure, it behaves as if the mass of the Sun was lower 

than it is. It thus rotates slower around the Sun than the grain, now in a Keplerian orbit, which 

then is slowed by this drag (Montmerle et al 2006, 76-77). 

 

If the growing planetesimal survives the drag and grows to a radius of around a few 

kilometers, it will enter the runaway-phase. During this phase, gravitational pull becomes the 

dominating force on the planetesimals and the bigger bodies start to grow faster than the 

smaller ones (Montmerle et al 2006, 77). Simulations of this runaway growth show that even 

only slightly more massive objects will dominate the mass landscape within a few Kyrs. (ibid, 

79).  

 

These kilometer sized planetesimals are good candidates for being the parent bodies of iron 

meteorites, which is the focus of this thesis. The planetesimals who ran away, if they survive, 

become the embryos for planets and moons and are thus not further explained here. 

(Montmerle et al 2006, 80) 
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2.3 Review of meteorites and parent bodies 
 

Meteorites are objects of interplanetary origin found on earth. They are thought to be 

fragments of other planetary system objects, such as comets, asteroids, meteoroids or even 

planets and moons, which have been separated from their parent body for some reason, such 

as collisions.  

 

There are different ways to classify them, mainly due to composition, but the one chosen here 

separates the group called chondrites from two other groups, usually labeled achondrites and 

irons. Chondrites are not affected by planetary differentiation, separation of metals and 

silicates, while both achondrites and irons are. The two groups are thus called chondrites and 

differentiated (including both achondrites and irons). Because chondrites are unaltered since 

accretion, they can help us study the conditions in the early solar nebula when they formed. 

(Montmerle et al 2006, 63). 

2.3.1 Chondrites, or undifferentiated meteorites, and CAI 
 

The parent bodies for the chondritic meteorites thus did not, for some reason, undergo 

differentiation. Based on mineralogical composition, 3 or 4 main groups of chondrites can be 

defined: ordinary chondrites, enstatite chondrites, carbonaceous chondrites and sometimes 

Rumuruti (or even Kakangari) chondrites. These are usually labeled with one or two letters 

(H, L, LL for ordinary, EH or EL for enstatite, CI, CM, CO, CV, CK, CR, CH for 

carbonaceous or R for Rumuruti chondrites) (Bischoff 2001, 773). This thesis will not go into 

specifics about the different classes of chondritic meteorites. 

 

Among them, carbonaceous chondrites are most similar to the Sun and are thus thought to be 

most similar to the solar nebula (Montmerle et al 2006, 63; Weissberg et al 2009, 27). An 

important component of these are so-called Calcium-Aluminum-rich Inclusions, widely 

known as CAIs, which were formed in the solar nebula and considered to be the first solids 

formed by condensation in the solar nebula. The chondrites also contain a fine-grained matrix 

and so-called chondrules (Montmerle et al 2006, 64-65; Amelin et al, 2002, 1678).  

 

The chondrules are also thought to have formed in the solar nebula, although around 2.5 ± 1.2 

Myrs later than the CAI (Amelin 2002, 1682). This is supported by simulations made by 

Hevey & Sanders (2006, 103). Thus, the chondrites themselves have to have a later origin 

than the CAI (Halliday & Kleine 2005, 782). 

 

Because of this early and unaltered origin, chondrites and CAI can be used as preserved 

records of physio-chemical conditions of the region and time where they formed (Weisberg et 

al 2006, 32). 

 

These CAI ages range from 4567.4 ± 1.1Myr to 4567.17 ± 0.70Myr and are widely used as a 

starting time, or t0, for the formation of the Solar System at 4567.2 ± 0.6Myr ago (Montmerle 

et al 2006, 65, 68; Amelin 2002, 1681). This t0 is not to be confused with the start of the 

formation of the Sun as a star, which started before this time. 
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Several short lived radionuclides (briefly summarized in the next chapter), and the excess of 

their daughter elements, have been observed in both CAI and other meteoritic matter, and are 

used to constrain formation timescales. Of special interest is the radioactive isotope 26Al 

which has a half-life of 0.73Myr (Halliday & Kleine, 2005, 778; Qin et al 2008, 101)and is 

thought to be homogenously distributed in the early Solar System. (Montmerle et al 2006, 67-

69). This homogeneity is attributed to a believed “last minute origin”, for instance by a nearby 

supernova as discussed earlier. 

2.3.2 Achondrites and Irons - differentiated meteorites 
 

Differentiated meteorites, such as irons or achondrites, on the other hand, originate from 

parent bodies that had differentiated, separated into metal cores and silicate mantles to various 

degrees (Baker et al 2005, 1127; Weisberg et al 2006, 19; Qin et al 2008, 94). 

 

Precise definitions between these groups are hard to set, but the range goes from only partially 

melted primitive achondrites, through achondrites, stony-irons to irons. Achondrites and 

stony-irons are named after a well-known sample in the group followed by the suffix –ite, 

while irons are classified with a roman numeral and one or two letters, such as IAB, 

depending on the chemical composition (Weisberg et al 2006, 27). 

 

Achondrites are considered stony and metal-poor in composition (Bischoff 2001, 772; 

Weisberg et al 2006, 25) while stony-irons is considered a middle ground and irons are richer. 

Stony-irons are thought to be made from a mixture of core and either mantle or crustal 

materials while irons are thought to be from the differentiated cores of planetesimals or 

asteroids (Weisberg et al 2006, 25). 

 

Studies have shown that the timeline for the melting and differentiation of the parent bodies of 

iron meteorites seems to be rather constricted. A substantial amount of energy, probably from 

the radioactive decay of short-lived radioactive isotopes, such as 26Al, is thought to be 

necessary for this melting to be possible (Adams 2010, 75). 

2.3.3 Melting and differentiation of meteorite parent bodies 
 

One could imagine that several isotopes contributed to the energy for melting and 

differentiation, but several studies show that the main part probably comes from the decay of 
26Al into 26Mg. Other processes were probably present, but were either too low in intensity or 

simply not abundant enough (Hevey & Sanders 2006, 95, 100; Qin et al 2008, 101). Thus this 

thesis will focus on the 26Al-26Mg-system. 

 
26Al has a half-life of around 730 000 years, and has thus halved in abundance over 6000 

times. This means that only minute traces of whatever 26Al were present in the early Solar 

System is still in meteorites today to be detected. So to test this hypothesis, studies have 

searched for enriched abundances of the decay rest products of 26Al and successfully found 

them (Hutcheon et al 2000, cited in Connelly 2008, 123).  
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The focus of this study is to find out when the differentiation of asteroidal cores can start and 

thus form the parent bodies for more or less differentiated, or iron-rich, meteorites. 

2.4 Radiometric dating 
 

There are, depending on the composition, several ways to date a meteorite and, by extension, 

its parent body. 

 

Long-lived radioactive isotopes can, and have, been used to determine absolute ages of 

planetary bodies. On the other hand, short lived counterparts can be used to pinpoint ages with 

higher resolution, but they need to be synchronized with an absolute timescale (Halliday & 

Kleine 2005, 776; Gargaud et al 2006, 22). For instance, the 207Pb/206Pb- chronometer can 

provide absolute ages for the formation of CAI while short-lived nuclides and their daughter 

elements, such as 26Al-26Mg and 53Mn-53Cr only produce relative ages (Amelin et al 2002, 

1679).  

 

This is done by analyzing the relation between the number of atoms of the radioactive isotope 

and its daughter element(s). The mathematics of this will not fit into this study, but can be 

found in Gargaud et al (2006, 16-23). Assumptions of homogeneity, as well as a last minute 

origin of the short lived nuclei and isolation from other bodies has to be done for these models 

to work (ibid, 19, 21, 23). 

 

Halliday and Kleine (2005, 778) has a summary of the main decay systems used in studying 

the early Solar System, as well as specific data on many of these systems. In this study, there 

is not room for an extensive review of these processes though. 

 

One chronometer of interest is, besides the Pb-Pb and Al-Mg systems mentioned earlier, the 
182Hf-182W-system. This chronometer is particularly interesting since the daughter isotope is 

siderophile while the parent isotope is lithophile. Because of this, the Hf will stay in the stony 

mantle while W becomes part of the core and thus Hf-W measures core formation and not 

core crystallization (Sherstén et al 2006, 531). 

 

Studies of these indicates that iron meteorites formed early, and within a few million years of 

each other (Halliday & Kleine 2005, 783; Scherstén et al 2006, 539).  
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3 Method  

3.1 Theory 
 

The following method, or one similar, has been used by several other studies (LaTourrette & 

Wasserburg, 1998; Hevey & Sanders, 2006; Qin et al, 2008 and more) to study the formation 

of planetesimal cores.  

 

In order to study the heating and melting of the planetesimals, and by using several 

simplifications, the heat conduction equation below can be used. The object is considered to 

be spherical and with a constant density. It is also initially isothermal, has a constant ambient 

temperature, heat capacity and heat conductivity. The body is considered to be heated from 

within by a homogenous distribution of radioactive material and cooled from the surface by 

thermal radiation. 
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
=  
1

𝑟2
𝜕

𝜕𝑟
(𝑟2𝜅

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑟
) +

𝐴(𝑟, 𝑡)

𝐶𝜌
 

 

Here, T is the temperature, t the time since formation, r the radial distance from the center of 

the body, 𝜅 the thermal diffusivity,  𝐴(𝑟, 𝑡) the heat production per unit volume, ρ the density 

and C the specific heat capacity of the material. 

 

The most commonly believed agent for this heat production is the decay of the 

aforementioned short-lived radioactive isotope 26Al, and thus this study will focus on it alone, 

The decay of 60Fe could also play a role, but several studies show the effect to be insignificant 

(Hevey & Sanders 2006, 100; Qin et al 2008, 101). 

 

If the heating comes from only one source of radioactive decay, as in our simulation, the term 

A(r,t) can be expressed as: 

𝐴(𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝐴𝑡0  𝑒
−𝜆𝑡 

 

The term 𝜆  is the decay constant of the source of the heat and 𝐴𝑡0 = 𝐴0𝑒
−𝜆𝑡0 , and can be 

calculated by using the known half-life (0.73Myrs) of the isotope as follows: 

 

𝜆 =
ln 2

t½
 

 

With these and earlier simplifications, the heat distribution equation can be reformulated as an 

analytical spherical harmonics solution (Carslaw & Jäger 1959, cited in Hevey & Sanders 

2006): 

 

𝑇 = 𝑇0 + 
𝜅𝐴𝑡0
𝐾𝜆

𝑒−𝜆𝑡

(

 
 
𝑅 sin (𝑟√

𝜆
𝜅)

𝑟 sin (𝑅√
𝜆
𝜅)

− 1

)

 
 
+ 
2𝑅3𝐴𝑡0
𝑟𝜋3𝐾

∑
(−1)𝑛

𝑛 (𝑛2 −
𝜆𝑅2

𝜅𝜋2
)

∞

𝑛=1

sin (
𝑛𝜋𝑟

𝑅
) 𝑒

−
𝜅𝑛2𝜋2𝑡
𝑅2  
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In this equation, K is the thermal conductivity of the body and r the radial distance from the 

center of the body.  

 

One problem is the r in the denominator. Since we want to analyze the temperature at the 

center of the body, r is 0 and a zero-division would occur. Thus, when r approaches 0 (at the 

center of the planetesimals), sin(𝑟𝐴) = 𝑟𝐴, and the equation can be rewritten as: 

 

lim
𝑟→0

𝑇 = 𝑇0 + 
𝜅𝐴𝑡0
𝐾𝜆

𝑒−𝜆𝑡

(

 
 𝑅√

𝜆
𝜅

sin (𝑅√
𝜆
𝜅)

− 1

)

 
 
+ 
2𝑅2𝐴𝑡0
𝜋2𝐾

∑
(−1)𝑛

(𝑛2 −
𝜆𝑅2

𝜅𝜋2
)

∞

𝑛=1

𝑒
−
𝜅𝑛2𝜋2𝑡
𝑅2  

 

This equation is studied with a MATLab-simulation (see appendix A-D) that tests various sets 

of these parameters to see under which circumstances the core temperature can reach the 

eutectic temperature of the Fe- FeS system, and thus start the melting and differentiation of 

the body (Ghosh & McSween 1998, 190). After this temperature (1261K at 1 bar) is reached, 

core formation occurs rapidly (compared to the resulting timescales in this study) (Fei et al 

1997, 1623). 

 

Variables and factors studied in this study will include the initial abundance of 26Al in the 

Solar System, accretion time of the planetesimal, size of the planetesimal and the ambient 

temperature in the surroundings of the body. 

 

The values used for the simulations are taken from various studies (κ, ρ and At0 from 

LaTourrette & Wasserburg, 1998, T0 from Hevey & Sanders, 2006, C from Qin et al, 2008) 

whilst λ was calculated as shown above. K was obtained by using 𝐾 = κ 𝐶ρ (LaTourrette 

1998, 101). The most recent, new, values found were used and are all shown below in table 1. 

 

 

 

3.2 Simulation procedure 
 

Using a MATlab-simulation, the temperature of a body can be studied analytically. The 

program uses values for constants and variables in the heat conduction equation found in 

various articles as standard values. These are described in the table above. The simulation 

calculates the temperature at given times, via an iterative process, to find when and if the 

temperature reaches the eutectic temperature set at 1261K. If such a time is found, the 

Decay 

Constant 

Thermal 

Diffusivity 
Density 

Thermal 

Conductivity 

Specific Heat 

Capacity 

Initial Power 

per Volume 

Initial 

Ambient 

Temperature 

λ (s-1) κ (m2/s) 
ρ 

(kg/m3) 

K 

(W/(m∙K)) 

C 

(J/(kg∙K)) 
At0 (W/m3) T0(K) 

3∙10-14 8∙10-7 3300 2.1 800 6.3∙10-4 250 

Table 1 - Values used for the simulations. 
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accretion time and differentiation time (time when the temperature reaches the eutectic) is 

returned to an array for plotting. 

 

A slighlty altered code is used to calculate the radius necessary for differentiation at given 

accretion times in much the same way as the earlier process.  

 

The calculation intervals are set so that the results are close to those in the similar studies. 

Shorter intervals, and thus higher resolution, can easily be used, but did not alter the visual 

results. 

 

The summation term in the equation was studied to find a reasonable end-value for n. This 

was done by stopping when the new terms contributed less than half a percent and returning 

the value for n. This value was never higher than 15 and was thus set to 20. 

 

This code is not optimized beyond this lowering of resolution and should thus be seen as a 

brute-force solution with room for improvement. 

4 Results 

4.1 How late can a planetesimal of a given size form and still differentiate? 
 

To answer this questions, simulations with 

several different radii were run. The 

program started with the standard values 

and calculated the time it took for the 

temperature at the center of the body at to 

reach the eutectic at different times of 

accretion (after CAI condensation). The 

results are shown in figure 1. 

 

The results showed that, with the standard 

values, a minimum radius of about 5.2km 

were necessary for the temperature to 

become eutectic at all. At that radius the 

accretion has to occur close to CAI to 

allow for core differentiation at all. 

 

At larger radii differentiation can occur for 

accretions within around 2Myrs after CAI 

condensation as shown in diagram 1. In the first 1.7Myrs, bodies with a radii up to around 

20km can differentiate, but for differentiations after this, the radius necessary rises fast.  

 

The diagram also shows that bodies with radii larger than 45km all have the same boundaries 

on the accretion time (the 45km and 100km plot are on top of eachother).  
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Figure 1 - Differentiation times (after accretion) for 

bodies of different radii (R) at different accretion times 

(after CAI condensation). 
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Figure 3 - Minimum radius necessary to start 

differentiation at the center of the body at various 

accretion times for three different ambient temperatures. 

4.1.1 How long will it take for different parts of the body to differentiate? 
 

It could be interesting to see how quickly different parts of a body would reach the eutectic 

temperature and thus start to differentiate. Qin et al (2008, 101) writes that this takes place “at 

about the same time, except for an outermost shell of a few kilometers in thickness”, but a 

closer study is easy to do. This method does not account for changes in the body when the 

core starts to differentiate, nor any other means of heat transfer or isolation and should thus be 

seen as a gross simplification. 

 

The results can be found in figure 2 and shows this to be true for the innermost 10% of the 

radius of the body regardless of size and to some extent up to 50% of the radius. Larger 

bodies seem to cause larger portions to reach the eutectic temperature “quickly”. 

4.2 At any given time, how small can bodies be and still differentiate? 
 

The black line in figure 3 shows the 

minimum radius necessary to start 

differentiations at various accretion times. 

 

The results are consistent with the results of 

the previous question. During the first 

1.5Myrs after CAI, the radius necessary for 

core formation varies from around 5.2km to 

15 km. For differentiation to occur after that, 

the needed radius quickly grows. At 2Myrs 

after CAI, a radius of around 30km is 

needed.  

 

Earlier results, shown in figure 1, show that 

radii greater than around 45km have no big 

effect on differentiation. While figure 3 paints a 

somewhat different picture, where bodies with radii 

greater than 45km will be able to differentiate later 

Figure 2 - Differentiation times in different parts of bodies with 3 different radii. 
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than smaller bodies, the plotted line starts to become asymptotic around that size. This seems 

to indicate an upper limit of possible sizes around that radius. 

4.3 How will different ratios of 26Al/27Al affect the answers to the previous 
questions? 

 

Since the term At0 is a constant in the 

original simulations, this was multiplied 

with a constant ranging between reasonable 

fractions to answer how the abundances of 

the different aluminum isotopes and, more 

importantly, their heat contribution would 

affect the previous questions. The fractions 

used varies from 50% to around 155% of the 

original, which corresponds to the highest 

concentration measured in a chondritic 

meteorite, 1.75 weight percent compared the 

standard of 1.13 weight percent (Wasson 

1988, 147). The results of the effects can be 

found in figure 4 and 5. 

 

The effects on aluminum ratios on accretion 

times can be seen in figure 4. The highest 

measured concentrations prolongs the possible 

accretion period with around 0.4Myrs from 

the standard value. At smaller deviations, a 

ten percent shift alters the possible accretion 

period by about 100kyrs. 

 

Figure 5 shows the minimum radius needed 

for differentiation to occur at various 

accretion times. A halved value pushes the 

required radius up to around 8km already at 

CAI condensation. The accretion of bodies 

then have to occur within 1.5Myrs and the 

curve rises steeply already at 1Myrs and a 

radius of around 20km. The lower 

concentration seems to reduce the allowed 

accretion time for a certain radius with 

around 0.7Myrs. 

 

A concentration of 155% of the standard value 

seems to push the accretion time constrictions to 

allow differentiation for a body with a given radius during an extra 0.5Myrs. 
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Figure 4 - Core differentiation time for bodies of different radii 

at various accretion times and with different concentrations of 
26Al. The leftmost line is with a concentration of 90% of the 

standard value used, then 100%, 110% and 155%, which is the 

highest measured concentration in found meteorites. 

Figure 5 - Minimum radius necessary for differentiation 

to occur with different concentrations of 26Al at different 

accretion times. 
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This means that different aluminum ratios could move the time constrictions for iron 

meteorite formation with as much as 0.5Myrs. 

4.4 How will ambient temperature affect the outcome? 
 

The ambient temperature in the 

protoplanetary disk should also influence 

the temperature of the body. Three 

different temperatures were tested, 100K, 

250K (which is the standard value) and 

400K. These account for extreme and 

standard theorized ambient temperatures 

in the solar nebulae in the region where 

suitable parent bodies formed (Qin et al 

2008, 101). 

 

As seen in figure 6, the lower temperature, 

100K, moves the constrictions on 

accretion to about 150kyrs earlier. In the 

same way the higher temperature moves it 

around 200kyrs in the other direction. 

 

Ambient temperature could thus move the 

constrictions about 200kyrs in either direction. 

5 Discussion  

5.1 How late can a planetesimal form and still differentiate? 
 

The simulations show that all the parent bodies of iron-rich meteorites had to accrete within 

2Myrs of CAI. This timeframe can be altered somewhat by both ambient temperature (up to 

around 0.2Myrs) and different ratios of 26Al/27Al (as much as 0.5Myrs). Both the effect of 

ambient temperature and original aluminum abundance seem to be independent of the radius 

of the object. Even with extreme values, the accretion of the parent bodies thus had to occur 

early, within around 2.8Myrs. 

 

Radii greater than around 45km does not seem to extend the allowed accretion time that 

much. According to Qin et al(2008, 101), this is because the inner part of the body becomes 

“cut off” from the surroundings by the larger crust. The heat radiation at the surface will then 

become less important for the inner core. 

 

To get more precise results, further studies with different combinations of these and with 

more precise data could be done in the future. 
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5.2 At any given time, how small can bodies be and still differentiate? 
 

As shown in figure 3, bodies with radii as small as around 5.2 km can differentiate if they 

accrete soon after CAI condensation. The radius necessary then grows quickly. Around 2Myrs 

after CAI the radius needs to be at least around 30km, and after that the radius necessary 

grows very quickly. After around 2.3Myrs after CAI condensation, no more suitable bodies 

can differentiate. 

5.3 How do the results compare to similar studies? 
 

These results compare very well to several other studies. Hevey & Sanders (2006, 105) states 

that these objects had to accrete within the first 1.5-2 Myrs while Qin et al (2008, 102) gives a 

latest possible accretion time of 2.4 Myrs after CAI condensation. Furthermore, Qin et al 

show similar differentiation times as this study, although they show the differentiation time as 

time after CAI condensation in their results, while this study shows it as time after accretion 

(ibid, 101).  

 

They are also in agreement results from radiometric dating of iron meteorite parent bodies 

which put the differentiation of these bodies earlier than 2.4Myr after CAI condensation 

(Scherstén 2006, 539). 

5.4 Reliability 
 

Several simplifications were made in the simulations, such as the omission of 60Fe as an 

internal heat source. Even though the effect of this energy source is small compared to the 

used sources, inclusion of this source would mean that bodies could be somewhat smaller and 

form somewhat later. 

 

The model used also fails to take more complex heat transfer systems, such regions that acts 

as thermal isolators, into account. This would mean a much more complicated simulation, and 

probably the inclusion of several assumptions about the formation to get results. This 

simulation should thus only be seen as an approximation. 

 

The articles used for data and background all have similar information and results which 

could be an indication of their reliability. They have also been published in well-known 

publications such as Astrophysical Journal and have thus been peer-reviewed. 

 

The values used in the simulations are used in several studies and should be considered 

reliable.  

 

The simulations have used both standard and extreme values for the investigated data, such as 

aluminum content in meteorites, where possible, and the results should thus be considered 

reliable within the shown confines. Other parameters related to the composition of the body, 

such as the density and by extension thermal conductivity have not been varied, and set to the 

standard values used by other studies. These could affect the outcome, probably in a similar, 
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but inverse way to the aluminum content studied (they are inversely proportional to 𝐴𝑡0in the 

studied equation. 

 

The simulations could also be run with a higher resolution to obtain more precise values. This 

would probably shift the graphs slightly towards later accretion times and smaller radii since 

the results which fall between steps would also be reported. With the timescales and radii 

used, this would most likely not be noticeable. 

6 Recommendation (Outlook)  
 

First and foremost, it should be said that some data in this thesis might be old at the time of 

writing due to the long writing time. With newer data, some of the simulations might thus be 

made more accurate. 

 

In this line, as more and more detailed data becomes available in the future, further constraints 

could be set on the calculations to improve the simulations. This would of course lead to even 

better accuracy in the results. 

 

Higher resolution runs could also be made to find times and radii for specific meteorite parent 

bodies. 

 

More simulations could also be made with different combinations of input to analyze how 

different factors affect each other. 

 

This study focuses on two parameters of the investigated equation. Simulations could very 

well be expanded to study other parameters such as the thermal conductivity, K, and density, 

ρ. 

 

Analysis of other types of parent bodies could also be made, for instance bodies that would 

lead to meteorites of specific classes or petrologic types. 

 

Lastly, the code used for the simulations could be improved both by means of optimization 

and user-friendliness such as input of data within the program.  
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7 Conclusions  
 

Using a brute force computer simulation, the heat conduction equation have been used to 

analyze how different parameters, such as ambient temperature, original abundance of short-

lived radioactive isotopes and size influences the time constraints during which iron meteorite 

parent bodies (planetesimals and asteroids) in our Solar System could have formed. Although 

the analyzed parameters would alter the formation times somewhat, this study has found that 

these bodies still must have accreted within the first 2.8Myrs (using extreme values) after the 

formation of the Solar System. These bodies must also have had a radius larger than at least 

around 5.2 km, if they formed very early in this period, up to at least 30km, if they formed 

after around 2Myrs. 

These results are similar to other studies which have dated the parent bodies of iron meteorites 

to a few million years after CAI condensation by means of radiometric dating. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A – Main Program code (main.m) 
 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%   Study of melting and differentiation of iron meteorite parent bodies 

% 

%   creator: Tuomas Mattson 

%   Bachelor thesis, Spring 2011, Uppsala University 

% 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

tic 

clear 

close all 

 

%constants 

 

syear  = 3.1557E+7;     %solar year/s 

 

% Initial data 

 

T_0 = 250;              % initial temperature = ambient temperature (K) 

T_0_min = 100;          % minimum ambient temperature (K) 

T_0_max = 400;          % minimum ambient temperature (K) 

T_eut = 1261;           % core forming temperature (K) 

t_0 = 0 * syear;        % age of the Solar System at planetesimal formation(s)  

halflife_26Al = 730000 * syear; %half-life of 26-aluminum (s) 

A_0Al = 1.9E-7;         % heat production at CAI condensation ( W / kg ) 

C = 800;                % specific heat capacity( J / kg K ) 

K = 2.1;                % thermal conductivity (W/(mK)) from Latourette & Wasserburg, 1998 

(regolith = E-8) 

rho = 3300;             % density for mafic igneous rock ( W/m ) from Latourette & Wasserburg, 

1998 (regolith = 2000) 

%R = 20000;              % radius of the object(m) 

r = 0;                  % radius of core (m) 

n = 500;              % number of iterations for the sum 

 

% Parameters 

lambda_26Al = log(2)/halflife_26Al; %decay constant of aluminum-26 

kappa = K / (C * rho);  %thermal diffusivity ( m^2 / s ) 

 

  %-------------------------------------------------------------------   

  % temperature calculations – for testing purposes 
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  %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

  %tempcalc(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,8000,r,T_eut,T_0,200000*syear) %test 

 

  %lambda_26Al * (16010^2) / (kappa * (pi^2)) 

   

  %lambda_26Al * (48010^2) / (kappa * (pi^2)) 

  %lambda_26Al * (32010^2) / (kappa * (pi^2)) 

 

  %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  % essay question 1: How late can a planetesimal of a given size form and still 

  % differentiate? 

  %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   

  %creating arrays with information on different bodies 

   

    [array5dot2] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,5200,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    [array6] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,6000,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    [array8] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,8000,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    [array10] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,10000,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    [array20] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,20000,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    [array45] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,45000,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    [array60] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,60000,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    [array80] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,80000,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    [array100] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,100000,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    toc 

    %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    % plotting tracks 

    %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

    %Plot parameters and labels 

    %Plot 1, core differentiation vs accretion time, standard values 

%{ 

    hold on  

    semilogy(array5dot2(:,2)./1000000, array5dot2(:,1)./1000000, 'r-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 5.2km 

    semilogy(array6(:,2)./1000000, array6(:,1)./1000000, 'g-');  %Standard values for a parent 

body with radius 6km 

    semilogy(array8(:,2)./1000000, array8(:,1)./1000000, 'm-');  %Standard values for a parent 

body with radius 8km 

    semilogy(array10(:,2)./1000000, array10(:,1)./1000000, 'k-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 10km 

    semilogy(array20(:,2)./1000000, array20(:,1)./1000000, 'b-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 20km 

    semilogy(array45(:,2)./1000000, array45(:,1)./1000000, 'k-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 45km 
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    %semilogy(array60(:,2)./1000000, array60(:,1)./1000000, 'r-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 20km 

    %plot(array80(:,2)./1000000, array80(:,1)./1000000, 'g-');  %Standard values for a parent 

body with radius 20km 

    semilogy(array100(:,2)./1000000, array100(:,1)./1000000, 'c-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 20km 

 

    grid on 

    title ('Core formation time at various accretion times');   

    ylabel('Core differentiation time [My]');  

    xlabel('Accretion time [My]'); 

    legend('R = 5.2km', 'R = 6km','R = 8km','R = 10km','R = 20km','R = 45km','R = 

100km','Location','NorthWest'); 

  

    hold off 

    toc 

  %}   

  %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  % Essay question 1.5: How long will it take to reach the eutectic 

  % temperature at different radial distances from the center of the body? 

  %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

     

  [array1010] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,10000,0.1*10000,T_eut,T_0,n); 

  [array2010] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,20000,0.1*20000,T_eut,T_0,n); 

  [array4510] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,45000,0.1*45000,T_eut,T_0,n); 

     

  [array1050] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,10000,0.5*10000,T_eut,T_0,n); 

  [array2050] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,20000,0.5*20000,T_eut,T_0,n); 

  [array4550] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,45000,0.5*45000,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    

  [array1075] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,10000,0.75*10000,T_eut,T_0,n); 

  [array2075] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,20000,0.75*20000,T_eut,T_0,n); 

  [array4575] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,45000,0.75*45000,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    

   %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    % plotting tracks 

    %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

    %Plot parameters and labels 

    %Plot 1.5, core differentiation vs accretion time at different radial 

    %distances 

 

   

    hold on 
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    semilogy(array10(:,2)./1000000, array10(:,1)./1000000, 'k-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 10km 

    semilogy(array1010(:,2)./1000000, array1010(:,1)./1000000, 'b-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 10km 

    semilogy(array1050(:,2)./1000000, array1050(:,1)./1000000, 'r-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 10km 

    semilogy(array1075(:,2)./1000000, array1075(:,1)./1000000, 'g-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 10km 

     

    grid on 

    title ('Core formation time at various accretion times, R = 10 km');   

    ylabel('Core differentiation time [My]');  

    xlabel('Accretion time [My]'); 

    legend('r = 0km','r = 10%','r = 50%','r = 75%','Location','NorthWest'); 

  

    hold off 

     

    figure 

    hold on 

     

    semilogy(array20(:,2)./1000000, array20(:,1)./1000000, 'k-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 20km 

    semilogy(array2010(:,2)./1000000, array2010(:,1)./1000000, 'b-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 20km 

    semilogy(array2050(:,2)./1000000, array2050(:,1)./1000000, 'r-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 20km 

    semilogy(array2075(:,2)./1000000, array2075(:,1)./1000000, 'g-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 20km 

     

    grid on 

    title ('Core formation time at various accretion times, R = 20 km');   

    ylabel('Core differentiation time [My]');  

    xlabel('Accretion time [My]'); 

    legend('r = 0km','r = 10%','r = 50%','r = 75%','Location','NorthWest'); 

  

    hold off 

     

    figure 

    hold on 

     

    semilogy(array45(:,2)./1000000, array45(:,1)./1000000, 'k-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 45km 

    semilogy(array4510(:,2)./1000000, array4510(:,1)./1000000, 'b-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 45km 

    semilogy(array4550(:,2)./1000000, array4550(:,1)./1000000, 'r-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 45km 
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    semilogy(array4575(:,2)./1000000, array4575(:,1)./1000000, 'g-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 45km 

 

     

    grid on 

    title ('Core formation time at various accretion times, R = 45km');   

    ylabel('Core differentiation time [My]');  

    xlabel('Accretion time [My]'); 

    legend('r = 0km','r = 10%','r = 50%','r = 75%','Location','NorthWest'); 

  

    hold off 

     

   

  %{   

     

  %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  % Essay question 2: At any given time, how small can bodies be and still differentiate? 

  %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

    [radiusarray] = radius_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,0,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

   

    figure 

    hold on 

 

    plot(radiusarray(:,2)./1000000, radiusarray(:,1), 'k-');  % Standard values 

     

    grid on 

    grid minor 

    title ('Minimum radius necessary for core differentiation at various accretion times ');   

    ylabel('Radius [km]');  

    xlabel('Accretion time [My]'); 

    legend('Standard values used','Location','NorthWest'); 

 

    hold off 

    toc 

  %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  % Essay question 3: How will different ratios of 26Al/27Al affect the 

  % previous questions? 

  %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

    [timearray908] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,0.9*A_0Al,8000,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    [timearray9010] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,0.9*A_0Al,10000,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    [timearray9020] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,0.9*A_0Al,20000,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    [timearray1108] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,1.1*A_0Al,8000,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    [timearray11010] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,1.1*A_0Al,10000,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    [timearray11020] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,1.1*A_0Al,20000,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 
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    [timearray1558] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,1.55*A_0Al,8000,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    [timearray15510] = 

time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,1.55*A_0Al,10000,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    [timearray15520] = 

time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,1.55*A_0Al,20000,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

 

     

     

    figure 

    hold on 

    semilogy(array8(:,2)./1000000, array8(:,1)./1000000, 'm-');  %Standard values for a parent 

body with radius 8km 

    semilogy(array10(:,2)./1000000, array10(:,1)./1000000, 'k-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 10km 

    semilogy(array20(:,2)./1000000, array20(:,1)./1000000, 'b-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 20km 

     

    semilogy(timearray908(:,2)./1000000, timearray908(:,1)./1000000, 'm-');  %90% 26Al 

concentration for a parent body with radius 8km 

    semilogy(timearray9010(:,2)./1000000, timearray9010(:,1)./1000000, 'k-');  %90% 26Al 

concentration for a parent body with radius 10km 

    semilogy(timearray9020(:,2)./1000000, timearray9020(:,1)./1000000, 'b-');  %90% 26Al 

concentration for a parent body with radius 20km 

     

    semilogy(timearray1108(:,2)./1000000, timearray1108(:,1)./1000000, 'm-');  %110% 26Al 

concentration for a parent body with radius 8km 

    semilogy(timearray11010(:,2)./1000000, timearray11010(:,1)./1000000, 'k-');  %110% 

26Al concentration for a parent body with radius 10km 

    semilogy(timearray11020(:,2)./1000000, timearray11020(:,1)./1000000, 'b-');  %110% 

26Al concentration for a parent body with radius 20km 

     

    semilogy(timearray1558(:,2)./1000000, timearray1558(:,1)./1000000, 'm-');  %110% 26Al 

concentration for a parent body with radius 8km 

    semilogy(timearray15510(:,2)./1000000, timearray15510(:,1)./1000000, 'k-');  %110% 

26Al concentration for a parent body with radius 10km 

    semilogy(timearray15520(:,2)./1000000, timearray15520(:,1)./1000000, 'b-');  %110% 

26Al concentration for a parent body with radius 20km 

     

    grid on 

    title ('Core formation time for parent bodies of different radii and 26Al concentrations');   

    ylabel('Core differentiation time [My]');  

    xlabel('Accretion time [My]'); 

    legend('R = 8km', 'R = 10km','R = 20km','Location','NorthWest'); 

 

    hold off 

    toc 
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  % Aluminum ratios effect on minimum forming radii 

 

    [radiusarray90] = radius_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,0.9*A_0Al,0,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    [radiusarray110] = radius_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,1.1*A_0Al,0,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    [radiusarray50] = radius_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,0.5*A_0Al,0,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    [radiusarray155] = radius_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,1.55*A_0Al,0,r,T_eut,T_0,n); 

    toc 

    figure 

    hold on 

     

    plot(radiusarray(:,2)./1000000, radiusarray(:,1), 'k-');  % Standard values 

    plot(radiusarray50(:,2)./1000000, radiusarray50(:,1), 'r-');  % 50% of aluminum content 

    plot(radiusarray90(:,2)./1000000, radiusarray90(:,1), 'b-');  % 90% of aluminum content 

    plot(radiusarray110(:,2)./1000000, radiusarray110(:,1), 'g-');  % 110% of aluminum content 

    plot(radiusarray155(:,2)./1000000, radiusarray155(:,1), 'm-');  % 200% of aluminum 

content 

     

    grid on 

    %grid minor 

    title ('Min radius necessary for core differentiation at various accretion times and 26Al 

concentrations');   

    ylabel('Radius [km]');  

    xlabel('Accretion time [My]'); 

    legend('Standard aluminum concentration(1.13 wt%)', '50% of standard','90% of 

standard','110%of standard','155% of standard(highest measured, 

1.75wt%)','Location','NorthWest'); 

     

    hold off 

 

 

  %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  % Essay question 4: How will ambient temperature affect the outcome? 

  %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

    [array8Tmin] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,8000,r,T_eut,T_0_min,n); 

    [array10Tmin] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,10000,r,T_eut,T_0_min,n); 

    [array20Tmin] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,20000,r,T_eut,T_0_min,n); 

     

    [array8Tmax] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,8000,r,T_eut,T_0_max,n); 

    [array10Tmax] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,10000,r,T_eut,T_0_max,n); 

    [array20Tmax] = time_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,20000,r,T_eut,T_0_max,n); 

     

    toc 

    %------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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    % plotting tracks 

    %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

    %Plot parameters and labels 

    %Plot 1, core differentiation vs accretion time, standard values 

    figure 

    hold on 

     

    semilogy(array8(:,2)./1000000, array8(:,1)./1000000, 'm-');  %Standard values for a parent 

body with radius 8km 

    semilogy(array10(:,2)./1000000, array10(:,1)./1000000, 'k-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 10km 

    semilogy(array20(:,2)./1000000, array20(:,1)./1000000, 'b-');  %Standard values for a 

parent body with radius 20km 

    semilogy(array8Tmin(:,2)./1000000, array8Tmin(:,1)./1000000, 'm-');  %Standard values 

for a parent body with radius 8km 

    semilogy(array10Tmin(:,2)./1000000, array10Tmin(:,1)./1000000, 'k-');  %Standard values 

for a parent body with radius 10km 

    semilogy(array20Tmin(:,2)./1000000, array20Tmin(:,1)./1000000, 'b-');  %Standard values 

for a parent body with radius 20km 

    semilogy(array8Tmax(:,2)./1000000, array8Tmax(:,1)./1000000, 'm-');  %Standard values 

for a parent body with radius 8km 

    semilogy(array10Tmax(:,2)./1000000, array10Tmax(:,1)./1000000, 'k-');  %Standard values 

for a parent body with radius 10km 

    semilogy(array20Tmax(:,2)./1000000, array20Tmax(:,1)./1000000, 'b-');  %Standard values 

for a parent body with radius 20km 

 

    grid on 

    title ('Core formation time for parent bodies accreted at different times and ambient 

temperatures');   

    ylabel('Core differentiation time [My]');  

    xlabel('Accretion time [My]'); 

    legend('R = 8km', 'R = 10km','R = 20km','Location','NorthWest'); 

 

    hold off 

    toc 

   

   

  %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  % ambient temperatures effect on minimum radii 

  %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  [radiusarrayT0min] = radius_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,0,r,T_eut,T_0_min,n); 

  [radiusarrayT0max] = radius_iteration(lambda_26Al,K,C,rho,A_0Al,0,r,T_eut,T_0_max,n); 

   

figure 

hold on 
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    plot(radiusarrayT0min(:,2)./1000000, radiusarrayT0min(:,1), 'b-');  % minimum ambient 

temperature 

    plot(radiusarray(:,2)./1000000, radiusarray(:,1), 'k-');  % Standard values 

    plot(radiusarrayT0max(:,2)./1000000, radiusarrayT0max(:,1), 'r-');  % maximum ambient 

temperature 

 

    grid on 

    %grid minor 

    title ('Min radius necessary for core differentiation at various accretion times and ambient 

temperatures');   

    ylabel('Radius [km]');  

    xlabel('Accretion time [My]'); 

    legend('T0 = 100K', 'T0 = 250K(standard)','T0 = 400K','Location','NorthWest'); 

     

    hold off 

 

 

toc 

   

  %}   
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Appendix B – summering.m 
 

  %----------------------------------------------------------------- 

  % Calculates the sum term in melting and differentiation of iron 

  % meteorite parent bodies by radioactive decay 

  %----------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

function [summa]=summering(lambda,R,kappa,r,t) 

 

    % lambda =decay constant of the material 

    % R = radius of object 

    % kappa = thermal diffusivity 

    % r = radial distance from the center of the object 

    % N = number of iterations, not used anymore 

 

   % sets starting values for the summation  

   % old_summa = 1; 

    summa = 0; 

    n = 1; 

 

    while n<20 %determined by testing with the line below 

    %while abs( ( summa - old_summa ) / ( old_summa ) ) > 0.005 || n < 10 % runs the 

summation as long as the discrepancy between to consecutive sums is larger than 5% 

   

      % old_summa = summa; 

      if r == 0 

        summa = summa + ( (( -1 )^n) / ( (n^2) - ( lambda * (R^2) ) / ( kappa * (pi^2) ) ) ) * pi * 

exp( -kappa * (n^2) * (pi^2) * t * (R^(-2))); 

      else 

        summa = summa + ( (( -1 )^n) / ( n * ( (n^2) - ( lambda * (R^2) ) / ( kappa * (pi^2) ) ) ) ) 

* ( R / r ) * sin( ( n * pi * r ) / R ) * exp( -kappa * (n^2) * (pi^2) * t * (R^(-2))); 

      end 

       

      n=n+1; 

       

    end 

   

  %n %test to see number of summations needed, not used in runs 

   

end 

 

%------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix C – time_iteration.m 
 

  %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  % Iterates the time to find an accretion time for iron 

  % meteorite parent bodies 

  %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

function 

[returnarray]=time_iteration(lambda_in,K_in,C_in,rho_in,A0_in,R_in,r_in,T_eut_in,T_0_in,n

_in) 

 

lambda = lambda_in;     % decay constant of the material / log(2) * halflifetime^-1 (s^-1) 

R = R_in;    % radius of object (m) 

K = K_in;               % Thermal conductivity 

C = C_in;               % specific heat capacity 

rho = rho_in;           % density of the object (kg/m^3) 

r = r_in;       % measuring radius of object (m) 

n = n_in;       % number of iterations for the sum 

T_eut = T_eut_in;  % Eutectic Temperature of the parent body/core 

forming temperature (K) 

%t_0 = t_0_in;   % starting time (s) 

A_0 = A0_in*rho;        % Heat production at CAI-formation (W/m^3) rho from A0=Ho*rho 

T_0 = T_0_in;   % Ambient temperature at t0 (K) 

 

syear  = 3.1557E+7;     %solar year/s 

%grav   = 6.6732E-11;    %Gravitational constant 

 

%beräkningar 

%V = 4 * ( R^3 ) * pi/3; % Volume of object (m^3) 

%M = V * rho;            % Mass of object (kg) 

%g = grav * M / (R^2);   % surface gravity of object 

%P = rho * g * R;        % Pressure at center of object (Pa) 

%r = 0;                  %R-100000/(rho*g);   % distance from center where the pressure is 

1bar(10^5 Pa) 

kappa = K / (C * rho);  % thermal diffusivity 

 

%beräkna fasta parametrar 

 

startsteplength = 10000*syear; 

tmax = 5E6*syear; 

t_0max = 3E6*syear; 

i=1; 

t_0 = 0; 

t_0steplength = (t_0max - t_0 ) / 10000; %yields results close to similar studies 

returnarray=[0,0];      % Creates a returnarray to avoid error messages 
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        %if R<50000 

             

 

            for t_start = 0:t_0steplength:t_0max 

  

                steplength = startsteplength; 

                t = 0; 

                add = 0; 

                T_max = 0; 

         

                %calculations of timedependant variables 

                A_t0 = A_0 * exp(-lambda * t_0); %heat production at time t0 

 

                %creating constants for calculations below, to minimize number of 

                %calculations 

         

                if r == 0 % an alternative calculation if r=0 to avoid zero-division lim(r->0)(sin(r)/r 

= 1) 

                    A = ( ( kappa * A_t0) / ( K * lambda ) ) * ( ( R * ( lambda / kappa)^0.5) / ( sin( R 

* (( lambda / kappa ) )^0.5 ) ) - 1 ); 

                else 

                    A = ( ( kappa * A_t0) / ( K * lambda ) ) * ( R * sin( r * (( lambda / kappa)^0.5))  / 

( r * sin( R * (( lambda / kappa ) )^0.5 ) ) - 1 ); 

                end 

         

                B = 2 * (R^2) * A_t0 / ( (pi^3) * K ); 

         

                while steplength > syear -1 

                 

                    T = T_0 +  A * exp((-lambda * t)) +  B * summering(lambda,R,kappa,r,t); 

                     

                    if T > T_eut  

                        steplength = steplength / 10; 

                        add = 1;            % tells the program to add the resulting time 

                         

                    elseif T_max > T        % backs up two steps if the temperature drops – use to 

increase resolution. Otherwise breaks. 

                        % T_max = 0; 

                        % t = t – 2 * steplength; 

                        % steplength = steplength / 10; 

                        break 

                         

                    elseif t+t_0 > tmax     % breaks the loop if max time has been reached 

                        break 

 

                    elseif T < T_eut        % if max or eut temp hasnt been reached, tests the next time 
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                        t = t + steplength; 

                        T_max = T; 

                    end 

                 

                end 

         

         

                if add == 1 

                    returnarray(i,1)= ( t) / syear; 

                    returnarray(i,2)= t_0 / syear; 

                    i = i +1; 

                end 

             

            t_0 = t_0 + t_0steplength; 

                

            end 

         

            if size(returnarray,1) > 1 %sets the last element of the return array if solutions were 

found 

         

                returnarray(i,1)= (tmax) / syear; 

                returnarray(i,2)= returnarray(i-1,2); 

            end 

             

       % else 

             

       %     for t_start = 0:t_0steplength:t_0max 

             

       %         t = ( (-1)/lambda ) * log(exp(-lambda*t_0)-C*lambda*(T_eut-T_0)/A_0); 

                 

       %         returnarray(i,1)= ( t + t_0) / syear; 

       %         returnarray(i,2)= t_0 / syear; 

       %         i = i +1;  

       %         t_0 = t_0 + t_0steplength; 

       %     end 

             

       % end 

  end 

 

 

%------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix D – radius_iteration.m 
 

  %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  % Iterates the time to find the smallest radius necessary to 

  % differentiate an iron meteorite parent body at any given accretion time 

  %------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

function 

[returnarray]=radius_iteration(lambda_in,K_in,C_in,rho_in,A0_in,R_in,r_in,T_eut_in,T_0_in

,n_in) 

 

lambda = lambda_in;     % decay constant of the material / log(2) * halflifetime^-1 (s^-1) 

R = R_in;    % radius of object (m) 

K = K_in;               % Thermal conductivity 

C = C_in;               % specific heat capacity 

rho = rho_in;           % density of the object (kg/m^3) 

r = r_in;       % measuring radius of object (m) 

n = n_in;       % number of iterations for the sum 

T_eut = T_eut_in;  % Eutectic Temperature of the parent body/core 

forming temperature (K) 

%t_0 = t_0_in;   % starting time (s) 

A_0 = A0_in * rho;     % Heat production at CAI-formation (W/m^3) rho from 

A0=Ho*rho 

T_0 = T_0_in;   % Ambient temperature at t0 (K) 

 

syear  = 3.1557E+7;     %solar year/s 

%grav   = 6.6732E-11;    %Gravitational constant 

 

%calculating constants 

%V = 4 * ( R^3 ) * pi/3; % Volume of object (m^3) 

%M = V * rho;            % Mass of object (kg) 

%g = grav * M / (R^2);   % surface gravity of object 

%P = rho * g * R;        % Pressure at center of object (Pa) 

%r = 0;                  %R-100000/(rho*g);   % distance from center where the pressure is 

1bar(10^5 Pa) 

kappa = K / (C * rho);  % thermal diffusivity 

 

%setting fixed parameters 

 

Rstartsteplength = 1000; 

tstartsteplength = 10000*syear; 

tmax = 6E6*syear; 

t_0max = 3E6*syear; 

i=1; 

t_0 = 0; 

first = 0; 
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t_0steplength = (t_0max - t_0 ) / 100; 

returnarray=[0,0]; 

 

        for t_0start = 0:t_0steplength:t_0max 

        R=10; 

        Rsteplength = Rstartsteplength; 

        add = 0; 

        addR = 0; 

                 

        %calculations of time dependant variables 

        A_t0 = A_0 * exp(-lambda * t_0); %heat production at time t0 

 

                   while Rsteplength > 0.01 

                 

                    % resetting values 

                    t=0; 

                    tsteplength = tstartsteplength; 

                    T_max=0; 

                     

                    %creating constants for calculations below, to minimize number of 

                    %calculations 

 

                    if r == 0 

                        A = ( ( kappa * A_t0) / ( K * lambda ) ) * ( ( R * ( lambda / kappa )^0.5) / ( 

sin( R * ( lambda / kappa )^0.5 ) ) - 1 ); 

                    else 

                        A = ( ( kappa * A_t0) / ( K * lambda ) ) * ( R * sin( r * (( lambda / 

kappa)^0.5))  / ( r * sin( R * (( lambda / kappa ) )^0.5 ) ) - 1 ); 

                    end 

                         

                    B = 2 * (R^2) * A_t0 / ( (pi^3) * K ); 

                     

                    while tsteplength > syear-1 

                        T = T_0 +  A * exp((-lambda * t)) +  B * summering(lambda,R,kappa,r,t); 

                         

                        if T > T_eut  

                            add = 1;        % tells the program to add the resulting time 

                            addR = 1; 

                            break 

 

                       elseif T_max > T        % backs up two steps if the temperature drops – use to 

increase resolution. Otherwise breaks. 

                            % T_max=0; 

                            % t = t – 2 * tsteplength; 

                            % tsteplength = tsteplength / 10; 

                            break 
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                        elseif t+t_0 > tmax     %breaks the loop if max time has been reached 

                            break 

 

                        elseif T < T_eut    %if max or eut temp hasnt been reached, tests the next time 

                        t = t + tsteplength; 

                        T_max2 = T_max; 

                        T_max = T; 

                         

                        end 

                         

                    end 

                    %if tempcalc(lambda,K,C,rho,A_0,R,r,T_eut,T_0,t_0) == 1 %test 

                        %addR = 1; % ny kod 

                    if add == 1 

                    R = R - Rsteplength; 

                    Rsteplength = Rsteplength/10; 

                    add = 0; 

                                                             

                    elseif R > 100000 %breaks the loop if the radius has to be bigger than 100km 

                    break 

                     

                    else 

                        R = R + Rsteplength; 

                    end 

            end 

         

            if addR == 1 

                returnarray(i,1)= R / 1000; 

                returnarray(i,2)= t_0 / syear; 

                i = i +1; 

            end 

             

        t_0 = t_0 + t_0steplength; 

                

        end 

 

  end 

 

 

%------------------------------------------------------------------- 


